GOLDSIDE Asset Management changes to
RIB SLOVAKIA and prepares new funds
BRATISLAVA, AUGUST 25, 2022

The management company GOLDSIDE Asset Management, which is
the manager of the GOLDSIDE Real Estate Fund, also changed its
name at the end of July 2022 . It is newly called RIB SLOVAKIA, spol.,
a.s.. All changes were made with the approval of Národná banka
Slovenska.
RIB SLOVAKIA was founded back in 2017 and the company was granted permission to create
and manage alternative investment funds by Národná banka Slovenska in 2019. The sole
shareholder of RIB SLOVAKIA is the IC GROUP consulting platform. It is a traditional
international, advisory and investment group that relies on a strong ownership culture. It
manages assets for strong family investors with an emphasis on discretion, tradition,
transparency and unique applied solutions. IC GROUP actively expands its activities in various
financial or business areas It seeks out and invests in opportunities to create a comprehensive
network of complementary activities in areas that are economically interconnected.
RIB SLOVAKIA currently manages the GOLDSIDE Real Estate Fund, which was launched in 2019.
Since its inception, at the end of October 2019, the Fund has gained an appreciation of 5.22%
p.a. with a current net asset value of EUR 9.648 million.
RIB SLOVAKIA is currently preparing other alternative investment funds, the parameters of
which are set in accordance with the requirements of potential investors.
"We believe that the change of owner will bring not only new investment opportunities for
our clients, but also financial advisory know-how, which together will lead to dynamic growth
in the value of assets in our real estate fund. Already this year, we would like to expand the
offer with other investment funds," said Radko Semančík, Ceo and Member of the Board of
Directors of RIB SLOVAKIA.
More information can be found at www.ribsk. eu

